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trackIR AT
An inexpensive head-mounted
pointing system

Welcome to the trackIR AT.  This is a
hands-free cursor control system designed for
people with disabilities. It is infrared (no
cables) and USB (no external power required).

It has built-in dwell clicking (0.5 to 5
seconds), support for switch clicking, customisable NaturalPoint software, game compatibility
setting and many other features.  The user can use a dot (as with the HeadMouse) or “raw
material” that can be cut to shape or worn as a headband.

The trackIR AT is currently only available for Windows, but a Mac version will be
available in a month or two.

The greatest news about this new product is its cost.  While the price of comparative
products (such as the HeadMouse) has ballooned to $4,000 or more, the trackIR AT will be
available through Ability Technology for under $500!

The trackIR AT has the potential to restore the status of head-mounted pointing
systems as a viable option for people with disabilities.  It is certainly more comfortable than
using a mouth-based system.  Our testing showed it to be an excellent product.
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iListen

New speech recognition system for the Mac

In spite of early promise, speech recognition on the
Macintosh has been lagging well behind its Windows cousins.
Until recently the only option available for the Macintosh was
IBM’s ViaVoice.

ViaVoice is a competent product, but the version currently
available in Australia only allows you to dictate into the
program’s own word processor.  You have to cut and paste to
transfer the text elsewhere. (In the USA there is an “enhanced”
version of ViaVoice available that allows direct dictation into
other programs.)

iListen provides welcome competition for ViaVoice.  It uses the Philips FreeSpeech 2000 speech
engine.  It features direct dictation into any program, text macro capabilities, speech navigation and
AppleScript commands.  It requires a G3 or G4 Macintosh with at least 128 Mb RAM, and OS 9.

However there are some limitations with iListen.  The most serious of these is the lack of any
correction facility.  As one reviewer commented, this forces you to “reach for the keyboard every
time you make a mistake”.  This is a severe limitation for people with disabilities, and we are unable
to recommend the product until the problem is fixed in a forthcoming version.

Another problem is we have heard that Philips have stopped developed of FreeSpeech.  If this is
true, then iListen runs the risk of being a billabong (going nowhere) product.

iListen is currently on special for US$99 (normally $139) from www.macspeech.com
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The Datahand is described as “an ergonomic
computer keyboard which addresses and fixes all of the
sources of musculoskeletal stress long associated with
work on the traditional flat keyboard”.

Its key operation is, if you can imagine, the fingers of
a stationary, supported hand moving north, south, east,
west, and straight down around their at-rest position. Less
than half an inch of movement is required by each finger.

The DataHand ergonomic keyboard offers a total of
132 keys through the use of five keyswitches clustered
three dimensionally around the tips of each of the fingers.
With four modes, shifted by the thumbs, hand movement
is no longer required to perform keyboard work. The
keyboard naturally cradles the hands of a user, completely
supporting both the hands and arms. This, it is argued,
results in “the elimination of the major source of
musculoskeletal stress in hands, wrists, arms, shoulders,
backs, and necks”.

Six keyswitches are placed around the thumb. The thumbs are used to shift between the three
primary modes: Normal (alphabetical), Numbers and Symbols (placing the numbers on the Home
row), and the Function and Mouse Mode (which places mouse control at the tip of the index fingers).
A Ten Key Mode allows single-handed numeric entry. In addition to Mode Shifting, the thumb
operates the Return, Tab, Space, Backspace, Cap Shift, Control (on Command), Alt (or Option) keys.

Datahand
Advanced keyboard for those suffering
from severe overuse injuries
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The traditional QWERTY key layout is maintained (or for those who prefer it, the Dvorak key
layout can also be chosen).

The makers claim that the
DataHand ergonomic keyboard
dramatically reduces both variables of
the work formula—force and distance. By
placing the keys in close proximity to the
fingers, finger travel distance is greatly
reduced.  Key activation forces are also
reduced by 50 percent or more.
perating speed is improved.
Some of the results claimed for the
Datahand include:
· 88% reduction in finger travel
· 80% reduction in finger workload
· 50% reduction in key activation force
· 80% reduction in repetitive movements
· 40% reduction in carpal tunnel involvement
· 16% average increase in sustainable typing productivity
· built-in, programmable, vernier mouse requiring no stressful hand movement
· 96.8% customer satisfaction found in user study conducted by the University of Arizona

On the left side of the right hand display is a row of four colored lights which correspond to
each of the four modes.  A different light comes on when each mode is chosen and made active.  A
tone device to announce the modes, as they are chosen, is under in development.  It will provide an
distinctly recognizable audible signal corresponding to each of the four modes.

More on the DATAHAND
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More still on the DATAHAND
Some time and effort is required to learn to

use the keyboard proficiently. The maker says:

 “people transitioning to the DataHand
system from the traditional keyboard have
been able to achieve 50% of their flat
keyboard speed in a few days, about 75%
in a couple of weeks, and 100% in about
four weeks. Speed and error reduction can
continue to improve for additional weeks
thereafter.  A significant number of
workers have been able to exceed their
flat keyboard speeds within thirty days,
but about 25% of workers require
somewhat more than thirty days to achieve their former productivity and go
on to new peak levels of speed and efficiency.”

Ability Technology is planning to import the Datahand if there is sufficient interest in the
concept.  One of the problems is that it is a difficult device to trial, as it takes a considerable time to
build up speed.  Users are likely to feel strange at first.  On the other hand (so to speak), this is one
of the only options available for those who already suffer overuse injuries.

The other problem is cost.  The Datahand sells for US$1,295, making it over $2,500 in
Australia.  But if it does what it says, and you have no other options, then it would be worth it.

Please contact us if your interest has been aroused!
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SMS Keyboard
Here is an interesting one!  A small keyboard to enable you to enter phone book entries, SMS

and email through your mobile phone, instead of having to press the phone’s own small keypad.  For
Nokia 5110, 6110 ($30) or Ericsson 6, 7 and 8 series ($19).

Trips
Forthcoming trips by Ability staff include Canberra, Bathurst, Wollongong, Newcastle and

Brisbane.  Contact us very soon if you would like to avail yourself of any of our services, including
assessments, training and technical support.

LINK magazine
Graeme Smith is now contributing a regular computer feature in LINK magazine.  The

magazine’s editor, Jeff Heath, is standing for the Senate in South Australia as running mate for
Natasha Stott-Despoyer.  Good luck Jeff!

New Web site
The Ability web site has been revamped, so check it out if you haven’t visited lately.


